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Abst ract - -Asynchronous  parallel multlsplitting nonlinear iterative methods are established for 
the system of nonlinear algebraic equations A~p(x) -{- T¢(x) = b, with A, T E L (R  n) being matrices 
having particular properties, ~, ~b : R n ---* R n being diagonal and continuous mappings, and b E R n 
a known vector, and their global convergence and asymptotic convergence rates are investigated in 
detail under some reasonable conditions. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the nonlinear system of algebraic equations 
A~(x)+T~2(x)=b, A, TeL(R'~), x, beR n, 
¢ (x) = (¢1 (zl), ¢5 (x2),..., ¢n (x~))T, 
¢ (x) = (~1 (z l ) ,  ~2 (x2) , . . . ,  ~ (x~)) T , 
(1.1) 
where ~(x), ¢(x): R n --* R n are continuous and diagonal mappings, possibly having not contin- 
uous derivatives. This nonlinear system has bounteous application background, because many 
mildly nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations uch as the Stefan problem can result in 
the numerical solution of this class of system. We refer the readers to [1-5] for details. 
According to the special structure of system (1.1), the authors of [1,6,7] studied a class 
of synchronous parallel nonlinear elaxation methods based on the matrix multisplitting tech- 
nique (see [8-10]). These methods are simple in descriptions and easy for implementations, and 
in particular, they have good parallelism. However, due to the mutual waits among the processors 
of the multiprocessor system at every step of iteration, these methods are only suitable for the 
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synchronous parallel computing environments. To exploit sufficiently the asynchronous parallel 
computing capacity of the parallel multiprocessor system, and to solve efficiently the nonlinear 
system of algebraic equations (1.1), we proposed a class of asynchronous nonlinear Gauss-Seidel 
type iteration method in [11]. This method has the potential to achieve better numerical property 
and higher parallel efficiency in actual applications. 
Based upon the aforementioned works, in [12], we further studied a class of asynchronous 
parallel multisplitting nonlinear AOR iteration method, and proved its global convergence under 
certain conditions. Because of the introduction of two relaxation parameters, this asynchronous 
parallel multisplitting nonlinear AOR method has more generality and better convergence than 
the asynchronous parallel multisplitting nonlinear Gauss-Seidel method [11]. 
However, the convergence onditions imposed on the functions ¢ and ¢ in [12] are quite strict; 
they may not hold even for the simple one-dimensional quadratic functions. Therefore, these 
conditions heavily restrict he application region of the asynchronous parallel multisplitting non- 
linear AOR method. In fact, these restrictions are inherent and they seem quite difficult to be 
weakened or removed. 
In this paper, we present a class of new asynchronous parallel multisplitting nonlinear iteration 
methods according to the particular properties of system (1.1), by making use of the multisplitting 
and the relaxation techniques. Under weaker conditions we prove the global convergence and 
investigate the asymptotic onvergence rates of these methods. In particular, the conditions of 
the new theorems exclude the above-mentioned strict restrictions imposed upon the functions ¢ 
and ¢, which are, however, indispensable in [12]. Therefore, our new methods at least have 
competitive convergence properties to the asynchronous parallel multisplitting nonlinear AOR 
iteration method in [12]. Moreover, they obviously have wider applicable regions and more 
theoretical importance. 
2. ESTABL ISHMENTS OF  THE NEW METHODS 
Without loss of generality, we assume that the considered multiprocessor system has a pro- 
cessors. The following notations are standard for the establishments of the new asynchronous 
parallel multisplitting iteration methods. 
(1) For all p E No = {0, 1,2,... }, J(p) denotes a nonempty subset of the number set A = 
{1, 2, . . . ,  (~}, and J = {J(P)}pENo. 
(2) S -- {sl(p), s2(p),..., sa(p)}peNo denotes the set of a infinite sequences, where si(p) E No, 
ViEA,  VpENo.  
J and S are required to possess the following properties: 
(a) Vi E A, the set {p E No [ i E J(p)} is infinite, 
(b) Vi E A and Vp E No, si(p) <_ p, 
(c) Vi E A, limp-,cc si(p) = oc. 
For the actual meanings of these notations and statements, we refer the readers to [3,4,9]. 
For i = 1, 2, . . . ,  a, let Mi, Ni, Mi, Ni E L(R n) be nxn real matrices, satisfying A = Mi -N i  and 
T =/17/i -/~ri, respectively, Ei E L(R n) be nonnegative diagonal matrices, satisfying )-~i~=1 Ei = I 
(n x n identity matrix). Then, we call (Mi, Ni;/~fi, -f/i; Ei) (i = 1,2,. . . ,  a) a multisplitting of the 
matrix pair (A; T). Now, the asynchronous parallel multisplitting nonlinear iteration method for 
solving the nonlinear system of algebraic equations (1.1) can be described as follows. 
METHOD I. Given an initial vector x ° E R n. Forp = O, 1,2,.. . ,  until {x p} convergence, compute 
C~ 
xP+l = Z EixP'i' (2.1) 
where x p,i is defined to be the solution of the nonlinear equation 
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(2.2) 
i f  i E J (p) ,  and x p'i = x p otherwise. 
Evidently, Method I has the following properties. The computing tasks of the a processors are 
independent and they can be fulfilled in parallel. There is no mutual wait among the processors 
of the multiprocessor system. The entries of x p'i corresponding to the zero-diagonal entries of 
the weighting matrix Ei need not be computed, and therefore, considerable savings in computing 
workloads are possible. And suitable choices of the weighting matrices and reasonable adjust- 
ments of the overlappings among the unknowns may improve the convergence property and the 
parallel efficiency. 
There are various multisplittings of the matrix pair (A;T). For example, let D = diag(A), 
b = diag(T), Li and L~ (i E A) be strictly lower triangular matrices, Us and [7/ (i E A) be 
zero-diagonal matrices, satisfying 
A=D-L i -U i ,  T=D-L i -O i ,  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  a, 
and 9' E [0, oo) and 0J E (0, oe) be two arbitrary constants. If we take 
Mi (% w) := iV//= I 
up 
1 
Ni (%w) :=Ni= 1 
~d 
1 
(D - 9'Li), 
(b -  9'L 0 , 
[(1 - w) D + (w - 9") Li + wUi],  
[(1 - w) b + (~ - 9') Li + wUi] ,  
then we obtain a practical multisplitting of the matrix pair (A; T), denoted by (D - L~, Ui; b - 
L,, U,; Ei) (i = 1,2, . . . ,  a). Correspondingly, Method I gives the following asynchronous parallel 
multisplitting nonlinear AOR method. 
METHOD II. 
compute  
Given an initial vector x ° E R n. For p = O, 1,2, . . . ,  until {x p} convergence, 
XP+ i = £ Ei xp'i, 
i=1 
where x p'i is defined to be the solution of  the nonlinear equation 
i f  i E J (p) ,  and x p'i = x p otherwise. 
Clearly, substantial distinctions exist between Method II and the asynchronous parallel multi- 
splitting nonlinear AOR method in [12]. The former is linear, while the latter is nonlinear, with 
respect o the parameters 9' and w. Moreover, the former can be formulated and implemented in
a simpler way than the latter. However, when the parameter pair (9', w) is taken to be (1, 1), both 
of these two methods reduce to the asynchronous parallel multisplitting nonlinear Gauss-Seidel 
type iteration method in [11]. With this exception, these two methods describe two different 
classes of asynchronous parallel multisplitting nonlinear elaxation methods for the nonlinear 
system of algebraic equations (1.1). 
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3. NOTATIONS AND LEMMAS 
We define the absolute values I*1, and the partial orderings " >_ " and " > " of vectors in R n and 
matrices in L(R n) by their elements, and we use (.> and p(.) to denote the comparison matrix 
and the spectral radius of a given matrix, respectively. We call a matrix C = (ckj) E L(Tl n) 
an M-matrix if ckj _< 0 (k ~ j, k, j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n) and C -1 > 0, and an H-matrix if (C) is an 
M-matrix. 
We make the following basic assumptions about the nonlinear system of algebraic equa- 
tions (1.1): 
(A1) A = (akj) E L(R ~) is an H-matrix; 
(A2) [B[[D[-I[/)[ _> [/}[, where D = diag(A), B = D - A, /9  = diag(T), and/} = D - T; 
(A3) ~,¢  : R n -* R n are continuous and diagonal mappings, and there exist nonnegative 
diagonal matrices 121 and f~2 E L(R n) such that Vx, y E R n, it holds that 
I¢(x) - ¢(y)t > a l  I x -  yl, I¢(x) - ¢(y)]  > yl ; 
(A4) sign (amm[¢m(Xm) -- Cm(Ym)]) = sign (amm[¢m(Xm) -- Cm(Ym)]); 
(As) R := [Dll2, + [/9[122 is nonsingular. 
LEMMA 1. (See [7].) Under the basic Assumptions (A1)-(A5), there exists a unique solution x* E 
R n of the nonlinear system of algebraic equations (1.1) for any right-hand side vector b E R n. 
LEMMA 2. (See [7].) Define a nonlinear mapping g : R n ~ R n by g(x) = De(x) +/be(x ) ,  
where D = diag(A), /)  = diag(T). Then, under the basic Assumptions (A1)-(A5), g is a 
homomorphism from R n to R n, and satisfies 
[g(x) - g(y)[ = [D[ [¢(x) - ¢(y)[ + [D[ [¢(x) - ¢(y)[ >n[x -  y[, 
Vx, y E R". 
The following two lemmas are essential for us to discuss the global convergence properties of 
the new methods. 
LEMMA 3. (See [1].) Let ~1,~2,...,~K be given constants, and _~ = minl<j<g~j,  ~ = 
maxl<_j<_g ~j. Then, for any ~ E [{,~], there exist nonnegative constants ~1,~12,...,~1K such 
that 
K K 
E~jT/d = e, Z~?d = 1. 
j= l  j= l  
LEMMA 4. (See [12].) Let A E L(R n) be a monotone matrix (i.e., A -1 >_ 0), and A = B~ - Ci 
(i = 1,2, . . .  ,a)  be weak regular splittings. Let Ei E L(R n) (i = 1,2 , . . . ,a )  be nonnegative 
diagonal matrices atisfying Y~=I Ei = I. If we define a sequence {e p} by 
eP+l= Z EiB;1CieS'(P) + Z E,@, 
ieJ(p) i~J(p) 
p = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
for some starting point e ° E R n, then it holds that limp_.,c¢ e p = 0 for any e ° E R n. 
4. GLOBAL CONVERGENCE 
In this section, we will mainly establish the global convergence theories for Methods I and II. 
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THEOREM 1. Let the basic Assumptions (A1) and (A3)-(A5) be satisfied. Assume (Mi, Ni; 57/4, 
N~; E~) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) be a multisplitting of the matrix pair (A; T), satisfying 
D = diag (A) = diag (Mi), D = diag (T) = diag (h:/~), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a (4.1) 
and 
(A)=(M~)-INd, (~ , ) _>(M, ) ID I - ' Ib l ,  I£1<- IN,  I ID I - ' Ib l ,  i=1 ,2 , . . . ,a . (4 .2 )  
Then the iteration sequence {x p} generated by Method I converges to the unique solution x* of 
the nonlinear system of algebraic equations (1.1), for any starting vector x ° E R n. 
PROOF. Define 
B~=D-Mi ,  [3i=D-)~/Ii, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a .  
Then, we have 
B=B~+Ni ,  /3 =/~i + Ni, 
By (4.2), the following inequalities hold: 
i/~,t < IBd ]DI -~ IDI, 
i = 1,2 , . . . ,a .  
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a .  (4.3) 
Hence, 
I/}l < I/~,1 + IN, I _< ([B,[ + IN, I)ID1-1 [Z)l, i = 1,2 .... ,o~. 
Because the condition (A) = (Mi) - INil (i = 1,2,.. . ,  a) directly gives the equalities IBI = [B~I + 
[Nil (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a), it holds that I/3[ _< [B[[D]-ll/)[. That is to say, the basic Assumption (A2) 
is satisfied. According to Lemma 1, the nonlinear system of algebraic equations (1.1) has a unique 
solution x* under the condition of Theorem 1. Corresponding to (2.2), we know that x* satisfies 
M,¢ (=*) + i ,¢  (=*) = Ni¢ (x*) + 2 ,~ (x*) + b, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~. (4.4) 
From (2.2) and (4.4), we obtain 
M'(¢(xP#) -¢(x ' ) )+2f4 ' (¢ (xP#) -~(x ' ) )=N' (¢ (x~' (v ) ) -¢ (x ' ) )  (4.5) 
Define a diagonal mapping  : R n -* R n by g(x) = De(x) +/)~b(x). Then by (4.5), we have 
Ig (xp,,) - g(x*)l _< iB, i l0 (= ' )  -0(=*)1 + I~,l I~' (="") - ~,(x*)l 
+]N,] ¢(xS ' (P ) ) -¢ (x  ") +lNi] ¢(xS ' (P ) ) -¢ (x ' )  , (4.6) 
for all i E d(p). 
Moreover, by Lemma 2, we have the following equalities: 
I¢ (xp#) -- ¢ (x*) t  = ID1-1 ( Ig (xp' i )  - g (x* ) l  - Ibl I~ (:~P") - ¢ (x*)l),  
(4.7) 
Substituting (4.7) into (4.6), after some direct operations we get 
Ig (x'. ')-  g(x')l <-IB, h i~l-' I~ (x'")-  g(~')l + IN, I L~l-' g (~s,(p)) _ ~(x . )  
+ (1~,1- I",l I~l-' I~1)I~(~ ~'') -~(~*)1 + (1~,1- IN, I L~I-' Ibl) ~ (~s,(,)) _ ~ (~.) 
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Now, by making use of (4.2) and (4.3), we obtain 
Ig (X p'i) --g(X*)l ~ [Bi[[D[ -1 ]g (x  p'i) -g(x*)[  -4- [Ni][n[ -1 g (x s'(p)) -g (x* )  , 
Therefore, 
I g (xP" ) -g (x ' ) [<_ iD i{M, ) - l iN i l iD ]  -1 g (xS ' (P ' ) -g (x ' ) I ,  i E J (p ) .  
For all i E A, Vk E (1,2, . ,n}, define ~(i) p# • . = gk(x k ) and ~k = gk(xPk+l), where 
[ p,i p,i ") xP,i = ~ xl ,X2 , ' ' ' ,X  p'' T, 
xP+l : (X~+I  xP+l,  , xP+I )T  
g (x )  = (gl (X l ) ,g2 (X2) , . . - ,gn  (Xn)) T , 
and 
i E J (p ) .  
(4.8) 
xpk+l = ~ flO..p,i~k k , k = 1,2,. . . ,  n. 
i=l 
Then, each gk : R 1 ---* R 1 is a continuous and monotone mapping. According to Lemma 3, 
know that for each k E (1,2, n}, there exist a nonnegative constants ~O),g(2), g(a) we " ' ' '  ~ k " ' ' ,  k , 
v~ c~ ~(i)~ [xP,i\ satisfying ~,=1 ~(i) = 1, such that ~i=1 k Yk~ k ) = gk(xPk+l) • Let 
f-CO -(') ) Ei = diag ~e 1 ,e 2 , . . . ,~( ' ) , ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a .  
Then the above relations can be equivalently written in the following matrix-vector forms: 
/=1 i=1 
Based on these relations and (4.8), it holds that 
[g(x p+l) --g(x*)[ <_ E JE i lg (x  p'i) - g (x*)[ 
,=1 
~-- E E i lD[ (M i ) - I [N i l [D I - I  g(xSi(P)) -g (x* )  
ieJ(p) (4.9) 
+ 
i~J(p) 
iEJ(p) i~J(p) 
where 
Qi = [D[ (Mi} -1 ]Ni[ [D[ -1 , 
Define a sequence {e v} by e ° -- [g(x °) - g(x*)[ and 
ieJ(p) i~g(p) 
i=1 ,2 , . . . ,a .  
p = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . .  (4.10) 
Then, by Lemma 4, we have limp-.oo e p -- 0. Here, we have noticed that (A) = (Mi) - [Ni[ 
(i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are weak regular splittings since A E L (R  n) is an H-matrix and satisfies (4.1) 
and (4.2). On the other hand, by induction we can easily verify that {e v} is a majorizing sequence 
of {[g(x p) - g(x*)[}. That is to say, 
Ig(xp) - g(x*)I <- e p, p = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  (4.11) 
Therefore, limp-.oo g(x p) = g(x*). Finally, the homomorphism property of g : R n ---* R n guaran- 
tees that limp__.c¢ xp = x*. 
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THEOREM 2. Let the basic Assumptions (Al) and (As)-(As) be satisfied. Assume (D - Li, Vi; 
D-Zi,Vi;Ei) (i=1,2,*.., CK) be a multisplitting of the matrix pair (A; T), satisfying 
(A) = PI - l&l - l&l = PI - PI > i= 1,2,...,a 
and 
JEi]<lLil[Dl-‘jdl, )D~]<lUiljDj-l)Dj, i=l,2,...,Cr. - 
Then the iteration sequence (9) generated by Method II converges to the unique solution x* of 
the nonlinear system of algebraic equations (l.l), for any starting vector x0 E Rn, provided the 
relaxation parameters y and w satisfy 
OLrSw, 
2 
O < w < 1+ p (ID\-’ IB\). 
(4.12) 
PROOF. Because of 
I (I&l + [vii) IDI-’ 101 = (BI [~I_1 1017 
we know that the basic Assumption (AZ) holds. Therefore, by Lemma 2, the nonlinear system 
of algebraic equations (1.1) has a unique solution x* in R”, under the conditions of Theorem 2. 
Now, in an analogous way to the proof of Theorem 1, we have 
(g (xp+l) - g (x*)1 I c &Qi (7,~) (g (di(p)) - g (x*)( 
iEJ(p) 
+ &-G I9 (xP) - 9 @*)I 7 
(4.13) 
p=o,1,2 )..., 
where 
Qi (7~ W) = IDI fii (7’7 W)-’ Ni (‘Y, W) IDI-’ 1
a (Y,W) = A (PI -7 ILil) 7 (4.14) 
R (Y,W) = i [I1 -WI PI + (w - 7) ILI + w IUill . 
Denote 
;i(w) = 
( 
l- ‘A-“’ (DI - lB/) . 
Then, 
A(W) =~&++-&(Y,w), i = 1,2 )..., a. 
Evidently, when the relaxation parameters y and w satisfy (4.12), A(w) is an M-matrix, i&(y, w) 
(i = 1,2,..., Q) are M-matrices, and fii(y, w) (i = 1,2, . . . , a) are nonnegative matrices. There- 
fore, 
A(w) = tii (7, w) - & (7, w) , i = 1,2,...,M 
are weak regular splittings. Up to now, similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we immediately 
get limp,, zp = x*. I 
We remark that the asynchronous parallel multisplitting AOR method in [12] needs the con- 
ditions 
I4 (Xx + (1 - A) Y) - 4 (z)I I I4 I4 (x) - 4 (z)I + 11 - 4 14 (Y) - 4 (z)I > 
I?1 (Aa: + (1 - A) Y) - $ (211 I I4 111 (x) - ?1, (211 + 11 - 4 W(Y) - 11 (z)l 1 (4.15) 
x,y,z E R” and A E R’ 
to guarantee its global convergence, besides the basic Assumptions (Al) and (AZ) about the 
matrices A and T, and the basic Assumptions (As)-(As) about the functions 4 and +!J. Equa- 
tion (4.15) is a very strict restriction. It is not satisfied even by the simple convex function 
4(t) = $J(t) = t 2 in R’. However, without this restriction, Method II in this paper still has the 
global convergence property. 
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5. ASYMPTOTIC  CONVERGENCE RATES 
From (4.10),(4.11), we know that the asymptotic onvergence rate of Method I is governed by 
the majorizing sequence {eP }, and from (4.13),(4.14), we see that the asymptotic onvergence rate 
of Method II is governed by the majorizing sequence {eP} defined according to e ° = [g(x °) -9(x*)] 
and 
~pTi ____ E EiQi(~'°))£si(P) + E Ei~P' p- -0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (5.1) 
ieJ(p) i~J(p) 
where Qi(7, w) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are the matrices introduced in (4.14). Hence, it is possible for us 
to get further theoretical estimates about the asymptotic onvergence rates of Methods I and II 
through the analyses of the asymptotic onvergence properties of the majorizing sequences. 
To this end, we introduce a vector norm ]1 " Ilu in R n according to 
I lxl lu=inf{~?>O l -~u<x<~?u}= max ~ xj 
l~j<_n tlUj J ' 
where u • R n is a given positive vector. Evidently, the II • Hu is a monotone norm in the sense 
that for any x, y • R n, Ix I <_ lYl implies IIx]]~ < IlYll~. For a matrix Q • L(Rn), we easily know 
that HIQluH~ = HQHu, where ]IQI]~ is the matrix norm induced from the vector norm II" ]]u. 
Obviously, if there exists a nonnegative constant c such that ]Q]u < cu, then we immediately 
have HQII~ < c by the definition of the II " H~. 
In addition, we define two matrix sequences {Z p} and {tiP} by 
ZP= E /~'' t i P= E /~i, p=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
sea(p) ~ta(p) 
where/~i (i = 1,2, . . . ,  a) are the nonnegative diagonal matrices introduced in the last section. 
Because a ~-~i=1/~ = I, it holds that 
0_<2"P<I ,  0_<JP_<I ,  ZP+JP=I ,  p=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  
Let m0 be the smallest positive integer such that 
U J (p) = A, 
O~s(p)~_p<mo 
and in general, let mq+l be the smallest positive integer such that 
U J(p) =A, q = 0,1,2 , . . . .  
mq ~s(p)~_p<mq+l 
Then, in accordance with the properties of J = {J(p)} and S = {sl(p),. . . ,  sa(p)} we know that 
the sequence {mq} is well defined. 
In general, we first consider the asymptotic onvergence property of the sequence {~P}peNo 
defined by 
 p+l = + p = o, 1, 2 , . . ,  (5.2) 
ieJ(p) i~J(p) 
where ~0 e R n is a starting vector satisfying ~0 > 0, Qi e L(R n) (i = 1,2 , . . . ,a )  are non- 
negative matrices such that ~ ~ maxl<i<~ H(~iH~ < 1 for some positive vector fi • R n, Ei • 
L(R n) (i = 1, 2, . . .  ,a)  are the nonnegative diagonal matrices introduced in the last section, 
and {J(P)}p~go are the sequence of nonempty subsets J(p) of the number set A introduced in 
Section 2. 
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LEMMA 5. Let 
too-1 me+l -1  
j (o )  I-[ Jp '  j (q+l ) _  I-I JP,  
p=O p=m, I 
q = 0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
where 
j r=  ~ Ei, p :0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
iq~J(p) 
Then the following conclusions hold. 
(i) There exists a non_negative constant 7 < 1 such that J(q)u < 7u hold for all q E No and 
some positive vector u E R n. The constant 7 is independent of both q and u. Therefore, 
for any positive vector v E R n, it holds that J(q)v < 7v. 
(ii) The R-factor of the sequence {eP}peNo defined by (5.2) is at least ~ = (8 + (1 -/~)7") m~ ,
where 
m*-- lim q 7" = sup J(q) , 
q--~oo mq ' qE No u 
and u E R n is some positive vector. 
PROOF. The proof of (i) was given in [9]. We now turn to (ii). 
From (i) we know that the nonnegative constant 7" E [0, 1) is well defined, and it is independent 
of the choice of the positive vector u E R n in the norm ]1 * I]~. Because ~ = maxl<i<~ IIQiiI~ < 1, 
we have Q~,2 < tiff (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a). Let ~ be a nonnegative constant such that ~0 < ~fi. Then it 
follows from (5.2) that 0 <_ ~P <_ ~fi (p = 0, 1, 2, . . .  ). 
Furthermore, we can assert hat the following conclusion holds: 
~P < &qfi, Vp_> mq, Vq E No, (5.3) 
where 
VqE No. 
In fact, when q = 0, recursive operations on (5.2) immediately give the estimates 
~p+l <= 
iEJ(p) i~J(p) 
_< ?,  + (1_ z),,0,] 
= ,ho~.  
That is to say, (5.3) is true for q -- 0. Now, we suppose that (5.3) holds for some positive integer q. 
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Then, for p >_ mq+~, recursive operations on (5.2) again give the estimates 
~p+l <~ 
iag(p) i¢g(p) 
iI " <_ I -  j k  ~qf i+  1-I jk~m,, 
k=mq ] k----mq ( , )  ±- II II 
k=rn e k=mq 
• ] 
= ~I+(1- f ) )1 - I  j k  Aqfi 
k...~mq 
<_ [~I + (l - ~) ,.7(q+l)] aqa 
^ 
= Aq+~f i .  
That  is to say, (5.3) is true for q + 1, too. 
Therefore, by induction we know that (5.3) holds for all q E No. 
Evidently, (5.3) is equivalent o the inequality 
II Pll.a < Vp > mq, Vq E No. (5.4) 
From (5.4), we immediately obtain 
By taking limits on both sides of this inequality we have 
_ <__ (1_~)7" )  .im~'-~°c(q+l)/(m'l+l-1) 
---- (~÷ (1 -~)7" )  m* 
(5.5) 
Because (5.5) holds for an arbitrary positive vector fi E R n, we easily know that the R-factor of 
the sequence {~P} is at least ~ = (/~ + (1 - ;J)7*) m" . | 
Based on Lemma 5, we can straightforwardly get the estimates about the asymptotic onver- 
gence rates of both Methods I and II. 
THEOREM 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the iteration sequence {x p} generated by 
Method I converges linearly to the unique solution x* E R n of the nonlinear system of algebraic 
equations (1.1), and its R-factor is at least a = (fl + (1 - 13)'r*) m~ , where 7* and m* are defined 
by Lemma 5(ii), j3 -- maxl<i<~ [[(Mi}-l[Ni]]]~, and u E R n is a given positive vector. 
PROOF. Because A E L(R n) is an H-matr ix  and (A} = (Mi) - [Nd (i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,a) ,  we easily 
know that  the constant fl is well defined and it satisfies fl < 1. Take fi = [D[u. Then fi E R n is 
also a positive vector. It follows that: 
max [[Qi[[~ = max ]D[ (Mi) -1 [Nd IV[ -1 ~ = max (Mi) -1 [N~[ = ft. 
l~_a  l_~i<cE l< i<a u 
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Now, by Lemma 5, we know that the sequence {e p} defined by (4.10) converges linearly to zero, 
with the R-factor a = 03 + (1 - j3)3`*) m* . From Lemma 2 and Assumption (As), we have 
[xP--x*I <R-11~(3cP)--g(x*)[, p= 0,1,2 . . . . .  
Applying (4.11), we further get 
]x p - x* I < R-1c p, p = 0,1,2,.... 
Therefore, 
IIz' - =*11,~ _< liR-~I[,~ II£PlI~, p = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
This straightforwardly implies that the R-factor of the iteration sequence {x p} is at least a, 
too. | 
THEOREM 4. Under the conditions oE Theorem 2, the iteration sequence {x p} generated by 
Method II converges linearly to the unique solution x* E R n of the nonlinear system of algebraic 
equations (1.1), and its R-factor is at least a(w) = (~3(w) + (1 -/3(w))7") m" , where 3'* and m* 
are defined by Lemma 5(ii), and 13(w) = [1 - w[ + wp(]D[-llB[). 
PROOF. Because A E L(R n) is an H-matrix, it holds that p(IDI-1]BI) < 1. By the continuity 
of the spectral radius we have p([D[-À[BI + ¢ee T) < 1 for a sufficiently small ~ C (0, 1), where 
e = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1) 3- E R n. Considering that IDI-11B[ + ¢ee3- is a nonnegative matrix with all 
elements being positive, in light of the Perron-Frobenius theorem in the nonnegative matrix 
theory we know that there exists a positive vector u c R n such that 
(IV[-11B[ +£ee3-) u ~- p(ID[-1]BI AFEeeT) U. 
By (4.12), we can let ~ further small such that p(ID[-1]B] + ~ee3-) < 1. 
Take ~t = ID[u. Since 
Q~ (~,w) = IDI M~ (3`, ~)-~ 19~ (%w)]D1-1 
= [nl ,~/~ (3',w) -1 (/~/~ (7,w) - A(w))ID1-1 
= [D[ ( I  - .AT/, (%w)- '  A (w))]D1-1 , 
we have 
Q~ (~, ~) ~ = 
Therefore, 
[D[ ( I -  h:/i (7, w) -1.4 (w))ID1-1 
_<ID[ I -M i (7 ,  w) IDI 
- - [D ' ( I - lY l i (3` 'w) - I 'D[ (  1-'l-w]-w p ( ,D , - I IB ,+seeT) ) )  u 
= (]l -w[ +wp OD[-' lBl +eee3-) ) fi. 
l< i<a 
Now, noticing that ~ E (0, 1) is arbitrary, an analogous derivation to the proof of Theorem 3, 
immediately shows that the iteration sequence {x p} generated by Method II converges linearly 
to the unique solution x* E R n of the nonlinear system of algebraic equations (1.1), with its 
R-factor being at least a(w) = (~(w) + (1 - ~3(w))7") m~ . | 
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6. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
Consider the nonlinear system of algebraic equations (I. 1) of the following type: 
A = tridiag (-1,  3 + 16h 2, -1) e L (R"), 
T = tridiag (-1, 3 + 4h, -1) e L (Rn), 
¢(x) = (x3,x3,. . . ,x3) : R n ---+ R n, 
¢(x) = (eX',e *2 . . . .  ,e ~)  : R '~ --+ R n, 
b = (2 + 4h, 1 + 4h, . . . ,  1 + 4h, 2 + 4h) T • R n, 
where h = 1/(n + 1). Obviously, x* = 0 is the unique solution of this problem in R n. 
For the two-processor case (c~ -- 2), we take two positive integers ml and m2 such that 1 _< 
m2 _< ml _< n, and a multisplitting (D - Li, Ui;/) - Li, U/; Ei) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) of the matrix 
pair (A; T) such that 
L I=L I__  (l(lj)) EL(Rn)  l (~)={ 1, 
' O~ 
[u (1)~ L (R") ~fl = U1 = ~ k j /  E 
E1 = diag (e(k 1)) E L(Rn),  
E2 = diag (e(k 2)) E L(Rn),  
l(2) { 1, 
kj = O, 
0, 
(1) 1, ~kj -- 
1, {° (2) 1, 
~kj  --~ 
1, 
@) = 0.5, 
O, {o 
e (2) ---- 0.5,  
1, 
i f j  = k -  1, 2 < k <( ml,  
otherwise , 
i f j=k-1 ,  m2+l<k<n,  
otherwise , 
i lk  = j ,  l<_k, j<_n, 
i f j=k+l ,  l<k<n-1 ,  
i f j=k-1 ,  ml+l<k<n,  
i fk  = j ,  l<k , j<_n ,  
i f j  =k+l ,  l<k<n-1 ,  
i f j=k-1 ,  2<k<m2,  
if I < k < m2 - 1, 
if m2 < k < ml, 
if ml + 1 < k < n, 
i f l  <k<m2-1 ,  
i fm2<k<ml ,  
i fm l+ l  <k<n.  
In actual computations, we use the following two kinds of concrete choices of the positive 
integers ml and m2: 
(a) ml = INT(2n/3), m2 = INT(n/3); 
(b) ml = INT(4n/5), m: = INT(n/5), 
where INT(.) is used to denote the integer part of a real number. The initial vectors x ° = 
(1.0, 1.0, . . . .  1.0) T E R n, the stopping criterion is [Ix p - x*ll~ _< 10 -6, and the asynchronous 
indexes are 
s l (p )=p,  s2(3p)=s2(3p+l )=s2(3p+2)=max{O,  3p-1} ,  VpENo.  
Simulating running of the new Method II and the asynchronous parallel multisplitting nonlin- 
ear AOR iteration method in [12] (simply denoted as Method O) show that Method II has com- 
petitive convergence property to Method O. Corresponding to different n, or different relaxation 
parameters 7 and w, we list the number of iteration steps in Tables 1-4. 
0 '=¢d 
Method II 
(a) 
Method O 
Method II 
(b) 
Method O 
n 
i000 
Method II 
(a) 
Method O 
Method II 
(b) 
Method O 
Method II 
(a) 
Method O 
Method II 
(b) 
Method O 
1.2 
1.15 
51 
51 
51 
51 
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Table 1. n--  10000. 
1.0 
69 
69 
69 
69 
15 
48 
48 
48 
48 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 
57 48 54 63 81 
57 48 54 63 81 
57 48 54 63 78 
57 48 54 63 81 
Table 2. ~ = w = 1.2. 
20 25 30 40 50 
48 48 48 48 48 
48 48 48 48 48 
48 48 48 48 48 
48 48 48 48 48 
Table 3. n = 10000. 
1.2 1.2 
[1.2,1.281 [1.17,1.21 
48 
48 
48 
48 
1.6 1.7 
105 153 
105 153 
105 153 
105 153 
80 100 
48 48 
48 48 
48 48 
48 48 
1.2 1.15 [1.2,1.23] 1.25 
1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 
54 48 48 51 
54 48 48 51 
54 48 48 51 
54 48 48 51 
Table 4. "y = 1.22, o; -- 1.18. 
n 
15 20 25 30 40 50 80 100 
1000 
Method II 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 
(a) 
Method O 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 
Method II 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 
(b) 
Method O 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 
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